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Abstract

A new gauge for supersymmetric abelian gauge theories is

presented. It is shown that this new gauge allows us to obtain

terms which usually coae as radiative corrections to the su-

persyssaetric abelian gauge theories vhen one uses the Hess-

-Zuraino gauge. '-" "j01

Key-wordsJ Supersymmetric abelian gauge theories.



1« Introduction

It ha? alread^ been pointed out the importance of dealing with

superfields [1] i.e., that of working with linear representa-

tions of super symmetry. But we face the problem of having nary

degree's of freedora corresponding to non physical fields. .. So

in this way one usually tries to eliminate some of then in the

following ways: (i).by imposing convenient constraints on gen

eral superfields and the most common ones are

D£« « O (1.1).

D a $ * ~ O (1.2)..

V* « V (1.3)

where D and 5* are the usual covariant derivatives given by
• :

(1.4a)

0. . --1- -ie So; A -i- (1.4b)

*, 4>+ and V are called chiral, anti-chiral and vector super-

fields, and they are used to construct supersymmetric gauge in

variant actions (2,3]. These superfieIds are given in terns of

component fields by
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/I

A*(x)

v<xre,3) «

i.

(1.6)

(x) • eon3v (x) •

In the last expression, C(x), va(x) and D(x) are real fields.

We are using the same notations and conventions of reference [2].

(11) component fields of too high a dimension normally enter

the action without any derivatives (auxiliary fields) and can

be eliminate from the action by using their Euler-Lagrange e-

guation. (Hi) requiring the theory to be gauge invariant, we

can eliminate some component fields from V through the super»

symmetric gauge transformation given by

Vf « V + A + A* (1.'8)

where A and A* are chiral and anti-chiral superfields.

The degrees of freedom of the superfields A and A* are used

to eliminate the component fields C(x), x(x) and Mix), which

have (mass) dimensions zero, 1/2 and 1, respectively from the

superfleld V. This particular gauge is known in the literature
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as the Wess-Zunino (WS) gauge * After using this gauge, the vec-

tor superfield is given by

a

where X has dimension <| and is the supersymmetric partner of

the field va(x) which has dimension 1 and is the vector gauge

field. D(x) is an auxiliary field and has dimension 2.

The purpose of this work is to present a gauge, different fran

the HZ one, and analyse the new couplings which will appear in

developing the supersymmetric action.

2. A new gauge

He axe also going to use the gauge transformation given by (1,8)

but now with the aim of gauging away the fields X (x) instead of

X(x) and also as before, N(x) and N(x).

Then one reads for the superfield V:

v<x,e,3) » $x(x) •Sx(x> -eom5v (x) • ie*S2D(x) (2.1)

At this stage one should be worried since we have just gauged

away the degrees of freedom of the would be supersynmetric part-

ner of the vector field (the photino for supersymmetric QÉD).

But as we will see later this problem can be circumvented by a

suitable redefinition of the component field x a(*)• With this
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new gauge we have vNx^B,?) «0 for n i 5 , differently frcn the WZ

one where we had Vs1 (x,8,3) «0 for n>.3. This new gauge allow us

to obtain directly g* and gH couplings without going to .high

order corrections, as we have to do in the case of the WZ gauge.

Aparently we have a trouble with this new gauge, since x

has dimension 1/2 and cannot be associated to a physical field.

This problem is contorned by redefining conveniently this

component field in the following way:

{

So the new field x has dimension 3/2, as it must be. With the

replacements (2.2) and (2.3) we have

3 3
V* (x,6,&) * -280™ -H x • 235* ~ X -

0 Q

(2.4)

Let us now analyse this new gauge in the supersyrometric gauge

Invariant and renormalizable action, which is given by

4 4

where d*z = d*xd2Qd28"

In the above action we did not write terms like m z$ 2 and
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g'«5 since they are not affected by this new gauge choice. The

last two terms are the kinetic ones and Wo, $£, 6(6) and 6(5)

are defined by

W « - ± D5D V (2.6)

«?• - -ÍDD5-V (2.7)a 4 °

6(0 « eaeo (2.8)

(2.9)

Replacing V(x,6,3) which appears in (2.6) and (2.7) by (2.4)

we obtain for the kinetic part of action (2.5):

Xkin

where P^B i s the known antisynusetric tensor for the abelian case,

whose definition i»

As we observe, the kinetic part of the action is the sane of

that obtained if we had used the wz gauge (see ref. [2]). With

regard to the first term of action (2.S), we have;

*+v"* (2.12)
21 3! 4!

Using (1*5), (1.6) and (2.4) wo obtain:
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fd*Sl+# « íd*xtA*ÜA • PF* - (2.13)

I , • gfd$z1 j
fd$z «*V* . gfd*xt- Va A*
j j 2

A - 1 Vm A3 A* •
2 a

- — AX? • - AA*D - i

3

Ü

3

D.

(2.14)

2 ai í d s 2 * v * - ai fd-x[-i A*
2 J 2 J 2

Aw" •

! i x + 2AF* ̂ 2
D D

- i . X -

(2.15)

l i íd$ 3*-3

cfxa

P D

X 4 •
2 l fdê

4i J
í
J

*
CM

3ri -

D XS^^x
D a

(2 .

D.

(2.

16)

X (

17)

So
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fdvx{ IFF* • AQA*

* 2 " 2 * * • * * 9 ^

0 * D

• 3 » 3» * 3 A 3«
• 2AF — XG C ~

2 D D G D

* * * n —a m-l 3Z
» X 1/» u A •• A? A ) ""•— X *̂  ^ ^ ~" * X "* *

IQ ID PI pi Q

3a „ Q 3ffl ^ 3^

F xvo if
3° - *

D D U X a n V + o o

- AA v_~x3 n cF3 ~ X ) ^"(AA - ĵco11'
n G D D O D D

(2.18)

where in the f i r s t braket we have the usual Lagrangian of

reference [2J • The terms in the second bracket constitute those

which one should expect to obtain from radiative corrections' to

the Lagrangian of reference [2] . Here we have obtained than just

by choosing a different gauge than that of Wess-Zumino.
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